Abstract. In this paper, we describe a domain-independent principle for justified shifts of vocabulary blas in speedup learning. This principle advocates the minimization of wasted computational effort. It explains as well as generates a special class of granularity shifis. We describe its automation for definite as well as stratified Horn theofies, and present an implementation for a general class of reachability computations.
In recent years, researchers in machine learning have focused on the key problem of bias both in inductive and in deductive systems. Systems that learn concepts from labeled training instances employ inductive bias. Inductive bias is defined by Mitchell in (Mitchell, 1990) as "any basis for choosing one generalization over another, other than strict consistency with the observed training instances." In the same paper, written in 1980, he concludes by stating that:
If biases and initial knowledge are at the heart of the ability to generalize beyond observed data, then efforts to study machine learning taust focus on the combined use of prior knowledge, biases and observation in guiding the learning process. It would be wise to make the biases and their use in controlling learning just as explicit as past research has made their observations and use. This paper is inspired by Mitchell's observation about the importance of bias in designing learning methods, and the need for its declarati.ve explication and use. While there has been a considerable amount of work on characterizing the nature of inductive bias in concept learning ( (Utgoff, 1986) , (Haussler, 1990) , (Buntine, 1990) , (Russell & Grosof, 1987) , (Provost, 1992) , (Gordon, 1990) , (Spears & Gordon, 1992) ), biases in speedup learning have received little attention.
Speedup learning algorithms improve performance of solvers over problem distributions (Rosenbloom, 1983) . Learning problem distributions is one of the inductive components of speedup learning. The objective of a speedup learner is to find good tradeoffs between coverage of learned solvers over a problem distribution, and their time and space cost. Bias plays a key role in the design of speedup learners. Building on Mitchell's, Utgoff's, and Gordon and Spears's definitions of inductive blas, we define blas for speedup learning as "any basis for choosing one solver over another for a given problem distribution". We do not limit ourselves to solvers that only speed up observed training instances, thus treating instances as additional sources of bias as in (Spears & Gordon, 1992) . This paper makes two contributions to the understanding of bias shifts in speedup learning. First, it defines the types and sources of biases in speedup learning. Second, it develops and implements a domain-independent principle, called the irrelevance principIe, for shifting vocabulary bias.
We consider a family of speedup learning methods that improve problem solving in theories formulated as function-free, definite Horn clauses. SLD resolution (Lloyd, 1987) is a complete inference method for such theories. Our results also apply to function-free, stratified Horn clauses ("safe" Horn rules with negated literals in the rule antecedents, for which SLD resolution with negation-as-failure is a complete inference procedure) with SLDNF resolution. We specify a solver as a pair (T, C), where T is a definite or safe, stratified Horn clause theory and C is a control strategy (specification of rule ordering and conjunct ordering) for the interpretation of T by an inference engine employing SLD or SLDNF resolution. We can distinguish between two types of solvers, called one-and two-level solvers, based on whether the control strategy C is procedurally or declaratively specified. C is declaratively specified in a two-level solver and procedurally encoded in a one-level solver. Improvements in a one-level solver are therefore made by reformulating the theory T to which one has declarative access. Improvements in two-level solvers can involve reformulations of the base theory T, as well as the meta-level interpretation policy C. The class of one-level solvers encompasses classical formulations of theorem proving, planning and scheduling.
The major sources of blas in speedup learners are 1. Representational: how is the space of new solvers chosen? The constraints on coverage, average time and space cost of the learned solver impose few restrictions on its construction. The designer of a speedup learning algorithm fixes a set of operators that defines the space from which new (T, C) pairs are drawn. Operators that change the objects, functions and relations assumed by a (T, C) pair are said to change its vocabulary bias.
2. Algorithmic: how is the space of new solvers searched? How are solvers evaluated? Solvers are typically evaluated on the basis of coverage over a distribution, and average time and space costs. An algorithmic blas can be specified with a policy for trading off these evaluation dimensions against each other.
While the sources of bias in speedup learning are very similar at a high level to those in inductive learning, the details are quite different. The space of possible new solvers consistent with a training instance is difficult to calculate. The cost of evaluating a solver against a distribution and the cost of assimilating new instances are generally very high. There is, however, much more background knowledge available in the form of properties of the problem solver and the problem class, which can be put to use in designing initial biases and bias shifts. In contrast to inductive learning, it appears that a domain and encoding independent basis exists for choosing and shifting vocabulary bias for speedup learners. The goal of this paper is to declaratively describe and implement such a principle for vocabulary shifts in speedup learners.
We present the thesis that vocabulary bias shifts can be determined by a principle of computational economy (Subramanian & Genesereth, 1987) called the irrelevance principle. Explicit minimization of wasted computational effort can both ]ustify and generate an interesting class of vocabulary shifts. The shifts sanctioned by the irrelevance principle are characterized by incremental coarsening of distinctions in a problem formulation. These transformations, which are information-losing in nature, make tradeoffs between coverage/accuracy and computational effort. They are routine in goal-directed spatial and temporal reasoning in humans. For instance, we conceptualize a road as a line when planning a trip, as a surface when we cross it, and as a volume when we attempt to dig it 1, and we move easily between point-and interval-based representations of time. We show the following in this paper.
1. We identify a parametric class of vocabulary bias shifts that simplify (T, C) pairs.
We generate new vocabularies that make fewer distinctions than the original T. These vocabularies form a pre-order under the __ (coarser-than-or-equal-to) relation.
2. We describe the irrelevance principle and develop a scheme for explicit reasoning about irrelevant computation. We show how it can be used to generate coarser theories with better computational properties.
3. We present an algorithm for incremental generation of shifts of vocabulary bias for definite Horn theories. We provide experimental results in the domain of reachability computations.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we provide a motivating example from the domain of reachability computations. In Section 3, we describe shifts of vocabulary bias, and introduce the class of granularity-coarsening transformations. We then propose the minimization of irrelevant computation as a basis for explaining and generating granularity-coarsening shifts. In Section 4, we present algorithms for the detection of irrelevant computation in definite as well as stratified Horn theories and schemes for repairing theories to eliminate wasted computation. We present experiments to validate our theory in the Gridworld domain (Tmnbe & Rosenbloom, 1989) . We conclude in Section 5 with an evaluation of our approach and propose directions for future research in automating vocabulary shifts using domain-independent principles.
A motivating example
We begin our analysis with an example of a shift of vocabulary bias in the context of a function-free, definite Horn theory F1 interpreted by a procedurally encoded control strategy Co --SLD resolution, with rules chosen in order of entry, and conjuncts solved from left to right. SLD resolution is a sound and complete inference procedure for function-free, definite Horn theories on definite 2 goals.
ancestor(X,Y)
:-parent(X,Y).
We use the convention of denoting variables by capital letters and constants by small letters, parent is a binary relation on people in the universe of discourse. The parent relation is replaced by the max_ancestor relation where every person is associated with their maximal ancestor. The relation max_ancestor is definable in terms of the ancestor and parent relation. That is, there exists a first order formula that defines max_ancestor in F1. We now pose the two questions raised in the introduction: how is the space of solvers to be generated and how is it be to searched? We provide a short preview of the answers in the context of this example. For the goal distribution D considered, the pair (F g, Co)
~a~_~cestor(X,Y) =--~«estor(X, Y) A -, p~rent(Z,X)
is the "best" solver if complete coverage over the distribution is desired. F2 can be automatically generated from F1 by observing that from the point of view of D: (1) the distinction between immediate and non-immediate ancestry is irrelevant, and that (2) all intermediate ancestors are irrelevant, since the identity of the common ancestor is unneeded. These two facts about the irrelevance of distinctions in the original formulation with respect to the goal class provide justification for changing the relational ontology of the formulation. In the next two sections, we make this informal reasoning precise so that we can automatically generate vocabulary shifts for improving computational efficiency,
Evaluation of solvers and vocabulary blas
We first define the class of formulations considered in this paper. For expositional ease, we describe our methods in the context of function-free definite Horn theories. All rules in a definite Horn theory are of the form A 4= B1,.
•. Bm where the head A is a positive literal and the Bi's are also positive literals. Our results also hold for Horn theories with negated literals in bodies of the rules, as long as the rules are safe and stratified (Ullman 1989) . A set of Horn rules is stratified if whenever there is a rule with head predicate p and a negated subgoal in the body with predicate q, there is no path in the dependency graph of the theory from p to q. A dependency graph of a Horn theory has predicate names as nodes; and arcs from p to q if there is a rule with p at its head and q (in positive or negative form) in its body. A rule is safe if the range of each of its variables is restricted either by the variable being an argument of a positive literal, or by it being equated to a constant or to another restricted variable through a chain of equalities. Negated literals cannot be used to restrict the fange of a variable. SLDNF resolution (SLD resolution with negation by failure) is sound and complete for safe, stratified Horn theories with respect to definite goals. Every result in the paper holds with the word definite being replaced by safe and stratified and SLD replaced by SLDNF resolution. 4 
Evaluating solvers
The goal of a speedup learner is to find the "best" solver ((T, C) pair) for a given goal distribution D. We evaluate solvers along three dimensions. Each dimension has a preference order defined on it.
1. Coverage Ec: it is the probability that (T, C) can solve a member of D. It is a real number in [0, 1] . For finite distributions, it can be expressed as the fraction of problems in D that (T, C) can solve. Coverage el is better than c2, denoted et >-cs, iff cl > es.
2. Average time cost ET: it is the average time for (T, C) to solve a goal in D. It can be expressed in big-O terms with the calculus of big-O's for comparisons. It can also be expressed as a real number with the standard < ordering. Time cost ti is better than t2, denoted tl >-tr, if t~ < ts when tl,t2 are reals.
3. Average space cost Es: it is the size of the encoding of (T, C). It can be expressed in big-O terms or as a real number. Space cost st is better than s2, denoted st ~-ss, if st < ss, where sl, ss are reals.
If the space and time costs are specified in big-O terms, they need to be converted to reals by user-specified functions which reflect the desirability of the various big-O classes.
Given evaluation vectors vl = (cl,tl, sl) for a solver (Tl, C1) and v2 = (c2,t2, s2) for (T2, C2), we say that vl dominates v2 with respect to the distribution D, denoted vt >D v2, if ct ~_ c2 and tl h t2 and st ~ ss and at least one of the inequalities is strict. Solver (Tl, Ct) dominates solver (Te, Cr) if Vl >D vr. We use statistical sampling of the goal distribution to obtain estimates of coverage and average time cost to within user-specified confidence and error bounds (Subramanian & Hunter, 1992) .
The coverage, space and time costs of the solvers (F1, Co), (Fr, Co) and (Fa, Co) are plotted in Figure 1 . We observe that (F1, Co) is dominated by (Fr, Co) 
v(F) = klEc(F) + k2ET(F) + kaEs(F)
There are many other possibilities for defining value functions, including non-linear combinations of these three parameters. We can also consider refinements of these parameters. For instance, we can represent coverage as two numbers: one representing the probability that the solver will provide an answer and one representing the probability that it will provide an incorrect answer. We can then weight these two types of coverage lapses differently. The algorithms in this paper are not sensitive to the specific value function chosen. They take the value function specified by the user as input and find local minima in the formulation space with respect to tbat value function.
Coverage
Time Cost (F2, Co) dominates both (F1, Co) and (F3, Co).
The goal of a speedup learner is to traverse the space of solvers starting with the initial solver, looking for a global optimum in the three-dimensional value space. An important issue is the recognizability of global optima. For instance, is (Fa, Co) the globally optimal solver for the distribution D of saraefaraily(X b, yb) goals? For the model of space and time costs assumed, the only way we can improve upon (F2, Co) is to reduce its space cost to O(1). This will result in a drop in coverage over D since aax_ancestor links will be eliminated to save on space. Therefore, if the gain in the value function due to decreased space cost k3 (Es (F) -Es (F2)) exceeds the value loss due to lost coverage kl(Et(F) -Ec(F2)), we would prefer (F, Co) over (F2, Co) for D. A point at which the two marginal costs become equal lies on an indifference curve in the coverage/space cost plane of the three-dimensional value space. All formulations on this curve have the same value for v, giving us a set of global optima. In this problem, we used specialized knowledge of the structure of the computation to determine how coverage and space are related. In general, however, there is no efficient method for verification of the global optimum short of examining the entire space. Thus, we have to be satisfied with local optima. To recognize a local optimum, we need to show that no one-step movement improves v. We therefore need to describe how the learner systematically generates such one-step movements.
Generating the space of vocabulary shifts
Each point (T, C) in the space of solvers embodies a specific ontological commitment, reflected in the set of objects, functions and relations in T and C. The change in ontological basis is implemented by a vocabulary shift. In this paper, we only consider changes in T's ontology while preserving that of C. Such a study is a necessary precursor to a more general framework where both T and C can be varied. An example of a shift in C would be a granularity refinement over the Co considered here to include a new predicate for literal ordering choice.
The vocabulary of T, denoted Vocab(T) = (c, r, l) , consists of the set c of named object constants in T, set r of relation symbols with their associated arities, and a map 1 : r --~ {computed, primitive, hybrid} that identifies the type of the relation symbols. ~ We let L(V) stand for the first-order language defined inductively on the vocabulary V. The theory T is a subset of the formulas in L(Vocab(T)). A general vocabulary shift is a mapping between the vocabularies of two theories.
There are three classes of vocabulary shifts: granularity-coarsening, granularity-refining and granularity-preserving shifts. In a granularity-coarsening shift, the new vocabulary can be constructed from the old vocabulary, but not vice versa. Thus distinctions are lost in the vocabulary shift. The shift to (F2, Co) from (Ft, Co) is an example. This class of shifts encompasses all abstraction formations. Granularity-refining shifts introduce distinctions that are not present in the original formulation. So the new vocabulary cannot be constructed directly from the old one. An example of such a shift in the domain of Euclidean geometry proofs is the introduction of a perpendicular bisector to prove that the base angles of an isosceles triangle are equal. The space of possible refinement shifts is not easy to conceptualize -in fact, such shifts are likely to be problem-specific. In granularity-preserving shifts, the new vocabulary is constructible from the old one and vice versa. Granularity-preserving shifts are extremely hard to automate. An example from geometry is the shift from polar to cartesian coordinates.
In this paper, we study the class of granularity-coarsening shifts because (1) it is an important and useful class that includes abstractions and (2) we have systematic ways of defining the space of these shifts and domain-independent principles for traversing the space. Horn th«ories T1 and T2, r2, 12) and Vocab(T1) = (cl, rl, ll 
Definition 1 Granularity-coarsening vocabulary shift: A granularity-coarsening vocabular), shift is a mapping f : Vocab(T2) --+ Vocab(T1) between vocabularies of definite

T2). Voeab(T2) is strictly coarser than (~-) Vocab(T1) if and only if Vocab(T2) ~ Vocab(T1) and Vocab(T2) ~ Vocab(T1).
Proposition 1 ~ is a pro-order on a set S of vocabularies.
What prevents ~ from being a partial order is that it is not anti-symmetric. If relations in V2 are constructible in terms of those in t71 and vice-versa, then they are not necessarily identical relations. As a simple example, consider the fact that paren~ Ix, Y) and child(Y,x) are interdefinable, yet are not identical.
Definition 3 Vocabulary Space: The space of vocabularies VS(Vocab(T)) generated by granularity-coarsening vocabulary shifts from a given theory T can be deßned as VS(Vocab(T)) = {V] ~f : V ---, Vocab(T) satisfying Definition I}
By Proposition 1, the set VS has the pre-order ~ defined on it. VS fails to be a lattice since ~ is not a partial order. However, like a lattice, VS possesses top and bottom elements. The top of VS is the vocabulary Vto; such that Vtop ~ V, for all V E VS.
It has a single object constant and a unary relation constant whose extension is empty.
l/top erases all distinctions between objects in the original theory T.
The set VS/=-denotes the quotient of VS with respect to the = relation on vocabularies. This set is a lattice because equivalent vocabularies in VS are represented by a single canonical element. VS/=-can be represented as a directed acyclic graph with a single root Vtop and a single leaf Vocab(T). The intermediate nodes in the graph are the interpolants V as in Definition 3 with equivalent nodes being represented canonically. Thus successors of any node V in the graph are strictly coarser vocabularies. Since the relations in the initial theory T are finite, and T has a finite number of objects, VS/=_ has finite depth. The branching factor is countably infinite because there are countably infinite f~ constructions in Definition 1. Our thesis is that minimization of distinctions, i.e., moving up toward the root in the graph VS/=-while preserving the goal relations yields theories with bettet computational properties.
Shift of vocabulary bias involves designing navigation policies in VS/-. To do this we need to be able to determine (1) whether a vocabulary shift preserves relations of interest (essential for evaluating coverage over a goal distribution), and (2) how a vocabulary shift is to be implemented. That is, given a theory T with vocabulary Vocab(T) and a new vocabulary V created by the shift f : V --+ Vocab(T), how do we synthesize the theory T that translates the formulas in T to the vocabulary V using the map f. This reconstruction step is essential for evaluating time and space costs.
Vocabularies are syntactic entities. In order to define what is preserved across a vocabulary shift, we introduce models of a function-free, definite Horn theory. The intended interpretation of a definite Horn theory is its least Herbrand model. For definite Horn theories which are consistent, there is a unique least Herbrand model (Lloyd, 1987) . The Herbrand universe U of T is the set of all ground terms in T. The Herbrand universe U2 of T2 can be constructed from U1 of T1 via f : Vocab(T2) --+ Vocab(T1). Each term in U2 stands for a collection of terms in U1.
Uu = {c I f(c)
The Herbrand base B of T is the set of all ground positive literals that can be formed by using predicate symbols from T and ground terms from its Herbrand universe U. A Herbrand model of T is a subset of the Herbrand base. Given a formula ¢ with free variables Vl,... vAE and Herbrand model M1 over a Herbrand universe U1, we say that ~M1 qS [[al,..., ak] ] where vi is assigned to ai E U1 if ¢ [[al, • • -, aAE] ] is true in M1. With this formula ¢, we can associate the k-ary relation {< al,..., ak >:~M1 ¢ [[al,..., ak] ]} which is the relation that ¢ defines in M1. We say that this relation is definable in M1 since there is a formula ¢ that defines it. Given the least Herbrand model M1 of T1 and the relation map fr, we can construct ~I2, the least Herbrand model of T2 as follows
Definition 4 The least Herbrand model (LHM) ofT2 is constructed from the least Herbrand model ofT1 using f: Voeab(T2) --+ Vocab(T1).
We can now show that there is no information gain in a granularity-coarsening shift. Intuitively, this is because every model of T2 is constructible from a model of Tl, but not necessarily vice versa.
Proposition 2 Given a definite Horn theory T1 and a granulariß,-coarsening shift f : Vocab(T2) -+ Vocab(T1), for every dp2 E L(Vocab(T2)) such that T2 ~ ¢2, we have T1 ~ fL(¢2), where fL inductively extends the map f to formulas.
What this proposition states is that for every formula entailed by T2, the translated formula in the vocabulary of T1 holds in Tl. So the theorems of T.2 are the translated theorems of Tl. No new theorems are added by the shift of vocabulary in the generation of the theory T2 from T,.
We use Definition 4 to explicitly write the reconstruction equation that defines the least Herbrand model of the theory T2 in terms of the least Herbrand model of T1 and the vocabulary map f.
LHM (2)) : Construct(LHM(T1), f) using Definition 4.
(
Generating solutions to the reconstruction equation above is called the implementation of a vocabulary bias shift.
Implementing vocabulary bias shifts
The implementation of a vocabulary blas shift yields a new theory. We need to calculate this theory because time and space costs can be evaluated only with respect to a specific theory and not a vocabulary. The abstract specification of the implementation operation is: Given T1 and f : Vocab ( The fact that f is correct does not guarantee full coverage over D, it only ensures that T2's answers are consistent with those of Tl.
Definition 6 A granularity-coarsening shifi fl : Vocab(T1) -4 Vocab(To) from To to T1 is better than the shift f2 : Vocab(T2) -4 Vocab(To) with respect to a goal distribution D and solver (To, C), if there exist encodings T1 and T2 that satisfy the reconstruction equation such that v(T2) »-D v(~~), where v is the value function on formulations.
Given this ordering between granularity-coarsening shifts, we can stare the goal of a speedup learner precisely7: Find
This is a specification of a global optimum in the space VS(Vocab(To)) of vocabularies.
To identify local optima, we define four parametric operators that generate the vocabulary space starting with Vocab(To). We sketch implementations of these operators below.
Adding definable relations. This transformation preserves information. A definable
relation is constructed from the existing set of relations and objects. We denote the operation add(r,(~), where ¢ is the defining formula for the relation symbol r, If the rule defining r is a Horn rule whose addition leaves the theory T definite (or safe and stratified for theories with negation), then we simply add the rule defining r to T. Otherwise, we add r as a primitive relation by precomputing it.
2. Deleting relations. This is an information-losing transformation. We denote the operation del (r) where r is a relation symbol. To delete the relation r, we need to revise the theory so that no r (~) can be derived in the theory. The smallest change (in the sense of set inclusion) to prevent the derivation of a r (aT) fact is implemented to minimize the effort expended for revision.
3. Quotienting relations by defining equivalence c/asses on objeets. This is another information-losing transformation. Suppose we have relation R : 69 x 69. If we have an indistinguishability relation ~ on (9, then the quotient R~ ~ is generally a smaller relation. We denote the operation quot <r, ,~), where r is the relation symbol denoting R.
If r is primitive, the quotient set ~'approx is extensionally calculated. To quotient a defined or computed relation r, we explicitly calculate canonical elements from the ~ relation (a forward chaining computation) and store it in the binary canonical relation. The quotient relation is then defined as r~pp,.ox(X) : -r(Y), canonical(X, Y).
Converting computed reIations to primitive relations and vice versa. This is an
information-preserving transformation. In problem solvers where the cost of solving primitive and eomputed relations is sufficiently different, this distinction is important. We denote this operation convere (r, 1) where 1 is the new label for relation symbol r.
To convert a computed relation r to a primitive one, we forward chain on the theory, generating all derivable r facts, and store them explicitly. This technique is used for materializing finite relations only. To convert a primitive relation to a computed one, we find a defining formula whose extension is the primitive relation. Each operator application from Vocab(To) generates an element in the vocabulary space VS(Voeab(To)). The specific moves needed to generate Vocab(Fe) and Voeab(Fa) from Vocab(F1) are shown in Figure 2 .
Definition 7 The vocabulary Vocab(T) E VS(Vocab(To)) (resp. the granularitycoarsening shift f : Voeab(T) ---+ Voeab(To)) is a local optimum for the goal distribution D and the value function v if there is no Voeab(T') constructible from Vocab(T) by the four parametric operators such that v(T' ) 2D v(T).
We can now define the hill-climbing procedure in Table 1 and maximal ancestor relations respectively. The space has a countably infinite branching factor, and a large, though finite, depth. 
Justifying vocabulary bias shifts
Our approach is to provide a unifying framework and a set of concepts that allow declarative specification of the knowledge that is required for automatic shift of vocabulary bias. This makes it possible to evaluate a solver (T, C) along the three dimensions of coverage, space and time costs and to determine how to modify Voeab(T) to improve the value function v.
We write irrelevance explanations for the role of each vocabulary item in the computation of the goal distribution. 8 An irrelevance explanation proves that certain distinctions in a theory are not logically necessary for the solution of a given class of goals. We say that an irrelevance claim holds in the meta-theory if the distinction specified by the claim is irrelevant.
In the kinship problem, observe that the parent relation in the samefamily computation in F1 plays two roles. Each patent (x,Y) fact (1) establishes first level ancestry ancestor (X,Y) through rule 1, and (2) establishes the set {ancestor(x, z) I ancest;or (Y, z) derivable in (F1, Co)} through rule 2. We can represent this fact as follows:
where T ~-c f denotes that f is derivable from a Horn theory T with control strategy C. We can eliminate an element of the patent relation, if we have derived from it all that is essential to the samefaraily computation, derivable_from(R(T,C)) consists of the set of facts (other than P itself) in T that directly require P for their derivation. This set is not deductively closed.
derivable_from(P, (T, C)) = {QO I (Q: -C1,-.., Cm) E T, 0 = mgu(P, C~) for some i, T ~-c QO}
We now define the ternary relation irrelevant (f, g, (T, C) ) on facts f with respect to goals g in (T, C). By defining irrelevance at the level of facts (elements of a relation) instead of on entire relations, we can prove parts of a relation to be irrelevant.
Definition 8 A fact f is irrelevant to a goal g with respect to the pair (T, C) of Horn sentences T interpreted by C T, written irrelevantlf, g, (T, C)), if there exists T' C_ T such that T ~-c 9 and ~/c f. We caIl T the reduction of T by the cIaim irrelevant(f, 9, (T, C) ) and denote it as reduce(T, irrelevant(f, 9, (T, C) ) ).
The irrelevance claim is a statement about the set of proofs of g in T; in particular, it states that it is possible to construct proofs of g in T without establishing f. An irrelevance claim is an intensional description of this property in the space of proofs.
T' The claim irrelevant (f, g, (T, C) ) sanctions the simplification of the theory T to as described in Definition 8.
It is useful to compare our notion of irrelevance with the Anderson and Belnap notion of relevance. The two notions of relevance and irrelevance are complementary; one expresses a dependence between two facts and the other captures a one-sided lack of dependence (9 being not dependent on f). However, the normal use of an irrelevance statement is to modify T while preserving 9, the normal use of a relevance statement is to infer restrictions on 9 given f: thus the inferences they sanction are not duals.
In the kinship example, we can state the irrelevance of the entire patent relation as follows.
This conditional irrelevance claim states that if the condition on the left hand side is met, then it is possible to derive all samefamily goals in a new theory without using any parent facts. To check this irrelevance claim using Definition 8, we augment /71 minimally (in the sense of subset inclusion) to make the condition on the left hand side of the claim true. For example, if the condition is of the form z E Tor z C T, we add ! z to T. Then the subset construction is applied to generate the reduced T.
We now relate computational properties of T = reduce(F1, IC1) to that of F1. Intuitively, the reduction of F1 by IC1 results in the removal of the patent relation and the addition of the entire transitive closure of the patent relation to F1. This step increases the space cost. Its impact on time cost is a function of the distribution of saraefaraily goals. On average, we expect time cost on successful goals to reduce, since they are solved by looking up rather than by inferring ancestor facts. We can improve the space cost of the reduced theory generated above by recognizing that the identity of the common ancestor in the last rule of samefamil¥ is irrelevant. The corresponding ilTelevance claim is:
Reduction of T by IC2 yields the desired restriction on the ancestor relation which serves as the defnition of the raax_ancestor relation.
The above expression states that if an ancestor (Y, z) fact survives the reduction process, then the LHS of IC2 must not hold. Therefore, there cannot be an x such that ancestor(X, Y) A ancestor(X, Z). Using transitivity of ancestor, we can eliminate the last conjunct (ancestor (X, Z)) tO yield the following intensional description of the remaining ancestor facts.
The structure of the irrelevance explanations yields candidates for the del, add and convert operators directly. If the distinction between objects is irrelevant to a compuration, the irrelevance claim that describes it will define the appropriate ~ relation for the waoe operator. To automatically instantiate the parametric operators in the space of vocabulary blas shifts we adopt the following scheme.
1. Generate those irrelevance claims for the goal class that improve computational properties of the formulation. Each irrelevance claim is an explanation for a specific simplification or tradeoff between coverage and computational efficiency. The set of irrelevance claims specifies a set of trajectories through the vocabulary bias space.
2. Reduce the theory by the generated irrelevance claims to produce simplifications that satisfy the reconstruction equation (equation 1).
In the next section, we describe algorithms for these two steps and present experimental results from the domain of reachability computations.
Algorithms for automatic shift of vocabulary bias
We present two generation schemes -one instantiates irrelevance schema that capture standard patterns of irrelevance in definite Horn theories, the other examines the computation graph of the goal scheine and identifies instances of irrelevant computation. We show that no complete method for generation of irrelevance claims can exist. We present two reduction schemes for Horn theories -one reduces a theory with respect to unconditional irrelevance claims; the other is an incremental procedure for reducing conditional irrelevance claims. We finally assemble all components together to create a system that automatically shifts vocabulary bias. We present experimental results obtained by running the system on reachability computations in Gridworld ( (Tambe & Rosenbloom, 1989) , (Cohen, 1990) ).
Generating irrelevance claims
TheoreticaI methods: irrelevance schemas
We use Definition 8 to identify standard patterns of irrelevance in definite Horn theories.
For instance, if we derive every fact that directly requires r using the derivable_from relation introduced in the previous section, then we can throw r away. This scheme can be stated as follows.
Sl : derivable_from(P, G, (T, C)) C_ T A P ~ G ~ irrelevant(P, G, (T, C))
Proposition 4 S1 satisfies Definition 8.
As an instance of the use of the schema, consider the derivation of IC1 from F1 If we can generate a complete set of schemas like S1 to identify all irrelevancies in a formulation, we can theoretically derive all irrelevance claims for a (T, C) pair and a goal I class 9-This amounts to detecting al] fact classes f such that T (which is the revision of T to eliminate f) and T are g-equivalent. (Shmueli, 1987) showed that 9-equivalence is an undecidable property implying that we can never write down a complete set of irrelevance schemas. Therefore we turn to heuristic methods for generating irrelevance claims.
Empirical methods: transforming computation graphs
We can extract several classes of irrelevance facts directly from a C-ordered search graph S of a computation. The computational effort (time cost) of solving 9 in (T, C) is proportional to the size of S. The general idea is to transforrn S by operatiõns that preserve answers to the goal scheine while reducing the size of S.
The C-ordered search graph S of a goal scheme G in the theory T, is a representation of the search space of proofs of g in (T, C). Each hode in the graph is a set of subgoals ordered by G'. The variables in subgoals are annotated to indicate whether they are bound or free. This annotation is done automatically by an algorithm in Appendix II that generates the graph from (T, C) and 9. Each single arc denotes a orte step inference using a rule in T. A proof of G in (T, C) is a path in the C-ordered search graph that starts at the root and terminates in a leaf node with the empty clause. Note that in Figure 3 , there are several paths from the root that end in the empty clause. Since the underlying theory is recursive, there are doubly-lined back edges in the graph linking sets of subgoals that are identical up to variable renaming. Note that in the constmction of the C-ordered search graph S, we do not expand literals corresponding to primitive relations. Cycles (doubly-lined back edges in S) are traversed exactly once.
There are two generic size-reducing operations on a C-ordered search graph S: reduction of depth, and reduction of effective branching factor. To reduce depth, we eliminate intermediate computation along branches in S. This is the operation underlying the formation of macrops (Korf, 1987) , macro rules (Keller et al, 1986 ) and chunks (Laird et al, 1987) . To reduce the effective branching factor we prune unsuccessful branches in S. For forward-chaining problem solvers, deriving unneeded facts (condition 1 in definition 9) is a significant source of irrelevant work. For backward-chaining solvers, inferring the same facts more than once (condition 2 in definition 9) results in irrelevant computation.
Detecting these conditions requires considerable analysis (both static and run-time) of the computation graph. In the worst case, it requires finding all the solutions to every subgoal that occurs in S. We implement a very special case of this definition, called thread variable elimination, that is syntactically cheap to detect. Figure 4 presents a simple example of thread variable elimination in a non-recursive, definite Horn theory. Thread variable elimination constructs shortcuts in the computation graph by eliminating intermediate nodes with large branching factors.
Definition I0 A variable in the antecedent of a rule r is a thread variable if it is a shared variable that does not occur in the consequent of r.
Thread variables are syntactic signals for a special case of irrelevant computation. The algorithm in Table 2 generates irrelevance claims using thread variable elimination as weil as specialized pruning of unsuccessful branches in the C-ordered search graph. It aggregates a conjunction with shared variables into a single pre-computed retation. It deletes the relation corresponding to a component conjunct as long as that conjunct does not occur separately along another successful path in the tree. The pruning of unsuccessful branches generates a claim that is a conjunction of all literals reduced along that path. The thread variable elimination technique allows for the exploration of the tradeoff between space and time costs in a theory by precomputing various definable relations in the theory. The technique can be recursively applied to any state-space procedure generate(g, (T, C)) 1. S = the C-ordered search graph for g using (T, C); 2. Non-deterministically choose: a. Shortcutting: for every path Ps from the root of S to an empty leaf do;
Identify a node ns with thread variables V with at least one v E V occurring in leftmost literal lo in ns.
No v E V should occur in the root of S. 
C(s) are
(X) C T A C(s) ~ irrelevant(Li, g, (T, C))
for li that do not unify with a literal on another successful path in S. b. Pruning: for every path pf from the root of S to a non-empty leaf node do; construct the irrelevance claim C(p y ) ~ irrelevant ( At~nl, g, (T, C) ), for every noden in py, where C(pf) consists of constraints on all the variables occurring in pf.
Table 2. The empirical irrelevance claim generator, It examines the C-ordered search graph S of g in (T, C) and transforms it to S' by (a) elimination of intermediate steps along a successful branch, and (b) pruning unsuccessful branches. Each transformation of the C-ordered search graph generates a set of irrelevance claims.
The reduction of T by the claims produces a new (T', C) that has S' as its C-ordered search graph for g.
search problem formulated as a reachability computation. 1° The vocabulary shift in the kinship example is an instance of thread variable elimination in a recursive theory.
Proposition 5 Algorithm generate(g,(T,C)) is sound but not complete.
It can easily be shown that the irrelevance claims generated by the algorithm are correct using Definition 8 and that irrelevant computation is eliminated as per Definition 9 by these claims. Unfortunately, we cannot detect all cases of irrelevant computation in recursive theories (since it is an undecidable property), so we eannot erer produce a complete method. Our experiments, detailed in Section 4.3, show that the algorithm generates all the useful irrelevance claims for transitivity-style recursions.
Reducing theories by irrelevance claims
Once we have an irrelevance claim of the form irrelevant(f, g, T), we can reduce a theory T by that claim to generate a new theory T' which satisfies Definition 8. The theory T' has a new relational basis since f is either completely or partly eliminated.
We present an algorithm for reduction of Horn theories and prove that it produces correct solutions to the reconstruction equation 1.
Consider a theory r= {g(x):-~(x). g(X):-b(X), b(1).} with two primitive relations a and b and a goal relation g(Yf). We can easily show that irrelevant(a(X), g(Yf), (T, C))
since any single solution to g suffices.. There are two possible reduction procedures for T with this respect to this irrelevance claim: (1) remove every clause in T in which a literals occur positively; thus all ground facts about a are eliminated from T; or (2) remove every clause in T in which a literals occur negatively; this process discards the rule 9(X):-a(X). Both options are "minimal" in the sense of set inclusion. Both prevent derivation of 9 via a facts -one by eliminating all ground a facts to render the rule g(X):-a(X) useless, and the other by eliminating the rule itself while keeping all the ground a facts. Thus the reduction of T by this irrelevance claim is not unique. In our implementation, we generate both and pick the reduction that is better under the value function v. We now illustrate issues in the elimination of computed predicates, via an example. Consider the non-recursive definite Horn theory
T = {f(X):-p(X),q(X). f(X):-r(X). 9(X):-f(X). g(X):-h(X), h(a).} where p, q and rare primitive relations, f is the computed relation to be eliminated and 9(Y f) is the goal relation. We can see that irrelevant(f (X), g(Yf), (T, C)), since
we are interested in any one solution to the predicate g and there is a derivation for it via h. To reduce the theory T to eliminate f, we need to cut every successful path in the computation graph of g that contains a literal that unifies with f. However, each path can be cut at one or more points, yielding a combinatorial number of revision possibilities. One option is to eliminate every rule in which f occurs positively. This breaks the derivation of f at the very last step, since all the antecedents to establish f remain derivable. A second option is to recursively eliminate some antecedents of every rule in which f occurs as a consequent. In this example, we can eliminate r and p, or r and q to obtain the largest subset of T that does not entail f. If p (or q or r) had been a computed relation, we can recursively trace its primitive support set. We check (using the procedure verify in Table 4 ) that the recursive removal does not eliminate literals that are essential for solving the goal.
Proposition 6 The reduction procedure in Table 3 satisfies its specifications. That is, upon termination it produces T = reduce(T, irrelevant(f, 9, (T, C) ) such that T' ~/c f and T' ?eg.
We will say that the revision T1 is better than the revision T2 of T with respect to an irrelevance claim if v(T1) >D v(T2). To ensure that the best revision is generated, we need to examine all revisions. Since the number of revisions is exponential in the size of T, we can expect the problem of generating the best revision to be computationally intractable.
Proposition 7 The problem of obmining the least-cost (with respect to a value function v) revision of T with an irrelevance claim is NP-hard.
To implement the shifl suggested by a conditional irrelevance claim, we first augment T by the propositions specified in the condition, provided they are members of the deductive procedure reduce (T, irrelevant(f,g,(T, C)) lnput: a Horn theory T and a correct irrelevance claim with respect to 9 Output: a Horn theory T' such that f is not derivable in T' and g is.
Case l:f is atomic: Non-deterministically generate one of: T' a.
= T -{e I e ¢ T, f occurs positively in e}. b. if f is primitive, then T' = T -{c [ c E T, f occurs negatively in e}. c. if f is derived, then build a list L of rules with heads that unify with f.
Initialize T' to be T. for each clause e = al, ..
• ,am ~ f in L,
If veri f y( irrelevant( al A . . . A am, ( T' , C) ) then set T' to be reduce(T',irrelevant(al A ... A am,g,(T',C)))
Case 2: fis a conjunction fOE A f2: Non-deterministically generate one of:
a. if irrelevant(fl,g,(T,C) then T' = reduce(T, irrelevant(fl,g,(T,C))
/ b. if irrelevant(f2,g,(T,C)) then T = reduce(T, irrelevant(f2,g,(T,C)) Table 3. The reduction procedure reduce(T, irrelevant(fg,(T,C))). proeedure verify(f,g,(T, C ) )
f and 9 are positive literals. All variables in f are annotated as free. 1. S = the C-ordered search graph for 9 using (T, C); 2. P = {p I P is a path in S from the root to an empty leaf with cycles traversed exactly once};
Associate with every p E /9 a set C(p) -which is a list of all left-most literals in a node in p with an out edge labeled a (these are literals solved by lookup, unification or arithmetic). 3. Case 1: All variables in 9 are annotated as free:
if there exists a path p E P in which a literal with predicate f does not occur then return C(p) else return false 4. Case 2: Some or all of the variables in 9 (the list )£) are annotated as bound:
Compute sf, the set of all solutions to g via the paths p C P on which f lies. Compute So, the set of all solutions to g via other paths in t9.
if sf C so then return true else return )~ ~ so -sf Table 4 . Algorithm veriß,Ü,g,(T,C) ) implements the predicate irrelevant (f, g, (T, C) ) for Horn theories T. It works for atomic f's and 9's only. It returns unification and arithmetic constraints under which f is irrelevant to 9-For a more detailed explanation of this procedure as weil as a scheine for handling non-atomic f's, see Appendix III. closure of T. As an example, consider reduction by IC2 of the formulation F1, after reduction by IC1. When we find ancestor (x,Y) and ancestor (Y, z) in the database, we add ancestor (x, z) and delete ancestor (Y, z), for each instantiation for x, Y and z in the database. The incremental rewiring of the ancestor relation terminates when all ancestry links are one step long. This process creates the max_ancestor relation extensionally. The conditional irrelevance reduction procedure has two important properties.
Order ofreduetion:
When there is more than orte irrelevance claim, there is a choice to be made regarding the order of reduction. When the claims are independent, then the order is irrelevant. In general, the reduction procedure does not satisfy the Church-Rosser property. That is, the final formulation is dependent on the order in which the reductions are applied.
Termination ofreduction:
The fact that checking termination reduces to the halting problem imposes fundamental limits on inferring it in the general case. However, in most instances, we can determine termination by noting that relations are finite and acyclic. The kinship example is one such case.
ExperimentaI results
The vocabulary shifter that we implemented has three major components: (1) Irrelevance claim generator with schema-based generation and thread variable elimination, (2) Formulation reducer for both unconditional and conditional irrelevance claims, (3) Formulation evaluator that samples the goal distribution and estimates coverage and average time cost (real number) to within user-specified error (e) and confidence (6) parameters} 1 The formulation evaluation function v used is a linear combination of coverage, time and space cost. We experimented with two different policies for sequencing the reduction and evaluation stages. A formulation can be evaluated after reduction by one or all of the generated irrelevance claims. The latter policy corresponds to taking directed macrosteps in VS (Vocab(To) ). In the kinship example explained in this paper, we illustrated this scheine, In the Gridworld domain considered next, the incremental policy illustrated in Table 1 , was employed successfully.
We performed scaleup studies of our shifter by taking a parametric domain in which we can easily vary the complexity of problems. The domain considered is Gridworld introduced in (Tambe & Rosenbloom, 1989) and studied in the context of learning control rules for speedup in (Cohen, 1990) . The Gridwortd is a square n by n grid of points pi, l < i < n 2, represented by the conn (x, Y) relation, which records 1-step connections in the grid. conn is a symmetric predicate. The reachable(X,Y,D} predicate is recursively computed from conn using the definite Horn theory shown below, and represents the fact that there is a path of length D that connects x and Y in the grid. The predicate iterate._reachable implements an iterative-deepening strategy to compute a path between two points by attempting to find paths of successively increasing lengths from 1 to a specified maximum. The goal class is goaZ (xb,yb,Max b) where x and Y are grid points and zax is the maximum depth to which we wish to iook for a path between these grid points. The complexity of this goal class varies exponentially with the grid size r~; a fact reftected in Figure 5 . We used the technique of thread variable elimination to generate the one irrelevance claim for this domain. If conn (x, Y) and conn (Y, z) are present, we eliminate conn (x, z) by adding all conn (x, z) facts such Y is one-step connected to z. This irrelevance claim applies to all grid sizes. We generated the claim using both the empirical and the schemabased irrelevance claim generation method. In all cases, the reducer rewired the corm relation so that all points in the grid are 1-step connected to a common point. The identity of this common point varied from run to rum but we consistently obtained this reduction under several sampling strategies for goals in the distribution, as well as value functions for evaluating formulations. It is important to note that no change in the control strategy alone can simulate this shift of representation of the underlying grid. We now report the results of several experiments we conducted.
Performance of the local optimum generated by reduction, under varying grid sizes:
We generated reductions of the given formulation by the irrelevance claim described above, under grid sizes 2 < n < 7. We computed reachability over 1000 point pairs (x, y) drawn from a uniform distribution on an n by n grid, using the original as well as the reduced theory. All problems were allowed to run till completion. The timing measurement for each goal in the problem set was averaged over 10 trials and the Wilcoxson signed rank test was used to judge the significance of the speedup. The reduced theory outperformed the original theory at a significance level of 0.1%. The actual differences in times between the original and the learned theory are shown in Figure 5 .
Performance of the 1ocal optimum generated by reduction, under different goal distributions:
We checked if the local optimum produced was robust under the choice of different goal distributions. We generated 1000 (z, y) point pairs from an n by n grid where the z's were restricted to be chosen randomly from between 1 to rL points, simulating single-source problem distributions to the random distribution of the previous set of experiments. In all cases (2 < n < 7), the formulation converged to a set of facts where each grid point was 1-step connected to a common grid point. Figure 5 . Performance of the original domain theory and the new theory generated by irrelevance minimization as the complexity of Gridworld is scaled up.
Performance of the extensional reducer:
An important issue is the time taken for the reduction process. Each iteration of the reduction process involves checking whether implementing that reduction yields a speedup. The formulation evaluator efficiently samples the goal distribution to make this test with high confidence with relatively few samples (several 10s of problems). In Figure 6 we show the number of iterations taken for convergence to a local optimum, and the decrement in average time over the goal distribution with each iteration. Surprisingly, as the grid size increases, the number of local minima (where time decrement is 0) that the reducer finds decreases substantially. Our reducer uses the policy of implementing the "best" reduction, until there are no more reductions to process. This policy allows it to continue even if it hits a local minimum in the formulation space until all irrelevancies specified by the claims are eliminated.
Discussion
The kinship example in this paper is a reformulation of an equivalence relation as a partition; this is a standard transformation taught to every computer scientist. The method of irrelevance minimization explains how this transformation can be derived from more general considerations. The Gridworld transformation with a different formal structure (symmetric base relation) also employs an irrelevance claim very similar to the one used in the kinship example. The reduction generated is novel compared to the optimizations produced by other speedup learning methods. We have only applied our techniques to reachability computations in graphs. Our generation and reduction techniques are sufficient to learn interesting relations and aggregations for such problems. While our Figure 6 . Performance of the gradient descent bias shift algorithm. All times are scaled by 10 for N=3 so that it can be displayed alongside the data for N=4.
theoretical framework applies to more general problems, we do not have computationally tractable algorithms for restructuring other recursive computations. The algorithms described here work for only computations specified as definite (as well as stratified) Horn theories. However, Webber (Webber, 1993) has extended the theoretical framework described in this paper to the computational paradigm of functional programming. Starting from a basic definition of an irrelevant computational step (Definition 9), he has derived all known compiler optimizations for functional languages.
The specific algorithms presented here generate subsets of the deductive closure of the original theory To. i2 Since deletion of parts of relations is allowed, we also generate specializations. Our evaluation functions only take the quality of the final product into account and not the cost of the procedure for obtaining them. So far, the cost has been fairly small in comparison with the performance advantage gained with the use of the end products of the reduction. The next step in our work is to fold in the cost of navigating in VS(Vocab(To)) by posing a constrained optimization problem of detecting local optima within specified resources allocated to the optimization procedure.
Related work and conclusions
Related work
The difficulties of automating vocabulary shifts has deterred progress in this area for a long while. In 1980, Korf (Korf, 1980) characterized the nature of the information transformations that occur during shifts of vocabulary. He classified transformations as inforrnation-preserving, information-losing and information-gaining. This classification is similar to the types of granularity shifts described here. However, our classification, which is more abstract, is in the space of ontologies of theories, and not on the transformations themselves. Korf specified a collection of rewrite rules on theories to define a space of possible shifts. His theory explained vocabulary shifts in the Tower of Hanoi puzzle as well as some examples from floor planning. The rewrite rule approach was also followed by Jack Mostow who designed a program in 1981 that reformulated advice in the garne of Hearts. He devised 400 domain-specific as well as general transformation rules to define the space of reformulations, which included shifts of vocabulary. The main disadvantage of this approach was that there were many rewrite rules and the problem of deciding the order in which to apply them was formidable. Another disadvantage was that there was no systematic way of generating the rewrite rules from more global considerations. Our meta-theoretic approach, on the other hand, reasons from first principles about wasted computation, and derives the appropriate syntactic transformations to make a theory more efficient.
In 1983, Utgoff (Utgoff, 1986) attacked automating sbifts of vocabulary blas in the inductive context with the Lex (Mitchell et al., 1982) problem solver. He proposed a method called back-propagation to refine the concept of integer to odd-integer to make an integration heuristic expressible. The chief insight in this work was the explicit use of problem-solving goals to guide the addition of new vocabulary. Our approach builds on this insight by predicating irrelevance claims with respect to goal classes. The addition of new vocabulary to an inductive system to make prediction efficient was studied by Fu & Buchanan (Fu & Buchanan, 1985) . This work proposed two general heuristics and was tested empirically in the domain of medical diagnosis. It is an interesting open problem to derive the general principle from which these heuristics can be generated, In 1986, Richard Keller (Keller, 1987) introduced a scheine for the addition of new vocabulary items into the Lex solver to make the solution of special query classes efficient. His contribution was the use of empirical methods for testing the efficacy of a given representation for a class of goals. Our scheme for evaluating new formulations builds on this work and augments it with the use of sampling strategies with statistical guarantees.
More recent work in this area focus on very special c•asses of deductive and inductive abstractions. Riddle (Riddle, 1988) , building on work done by Saul Amarel in the 1960s (Amarel, 1968) , partially automated the formation of deductive abstractions of the missionaries and cannibals problem. Some of Riddle's transformations (geared for solvers based on problem-reduction) can be derived by reasoning about irrelevance of distinctions in a formulation. Lowry (Lowry, 1988) developed methods based on the theory of abstract data types to synthesize special-purpose algorithms from specifications. Muggleton (Muggleton, 1988) devised a scheine that introduced new predicates to make compact generalizations of instances. Flann (Flann, 1988) reformulated theories expressed in structural terms into functional terms to make a recognition task more efficient. Schlimmer (Schlimmer & Proca, 1988 ) generated functionally useful classes by induction from problem solving traces. Knoblock's method (Knoblock et al, 1991) automatically generates abstraction of operators in Strips planning by ordering operator preconditions. All these methods use special knowledge about the problem domain, and the solver to generate theories based on new abstract vocabularies. They can be viewed as compilations of general principles of vocabulary shifts, including the irrelevance principle described here. An important open question is to derive the specific vocabulary shifts by reasoning about transformations to the computation of the goal class guided by general principles of shifts of vocabulary bias.
Conclusions
Research in automating shifts of vocabulary bias in speedup learning is still exploratory in nature. The main contribution of this paper is a conceptual framework in which relevant questions about shifts of vocabulary bias for computational efficiency can be phrased and answered.
We introduced the need for meta-theoretic explanations of the role of a vocabulary item for justified bias shifts. We discussed a special class of such explanations, based on irrelevance. Irrelevance explanations are unique because they prescribe changes to a theory's vocabulary that impact its computational properties. The crux of our paper is the use of the irrelevance principle to transform these irrelevance explanations into prescriptions for eliminating certain relations and adding new definable ones,
The chief algorithmic result is the development of (i) a hill climbing search of a well formulated bias space aided by irrelevance claim generators and formulation reducers, (ii) the thread variable elimination technique for the generation of irrelevance claims by analyzing C-ordered search graphs of the computation of the goal class, (iii) the reduction methods for unconditional and conditional irrelevance claims.
Our theory was empirically verified with a prototype vocabulary bias shifter constructed with the algorithms developed. It was tried on the kinship example, Gridworld and its variants, and other reachability computations including the generation of Thevenin equivalents of analog circuits (Subramanian, 1988 ). An interesting empirical fact is that the irrelevance claims used to generate the max_ancestor relation have the same form as the ones used to derive the concept of a Thevenin equivalent of a circuit from Kirchoff's and Ohm's laws. Historically, the concept of Thevenin equivalents was discovered almost 100 years after Kirchoff's laws became known. This shows that the framework explored in this paper has the potential to unify vocabulary bias shifts in different domains. The ability to generate shifts from such basic considerations can have significant impact not only on AI, but also in improving our current stock of scientific concepts and formulations.
Appendix I: Derivation of the cost of Horn theories over problem distributions This is a short summary of the theory of deriving cost estimates for Horn theories on parametric problem distributions, developed in (Subramanian & Hunter, 1992) . We illustrate the key concepts of this theory in the context of theoretically estimating time and space costs of the formulation F~ (introduced in Section 2) over any distribution of samefamily(X b, ]/b) goals. We repeat the description of F1 here for the reader's convenience, and label the rules for easy reference. Let O(Sfbb~ D) denote the average cost of solving a samefamily(X b, ]"ó) goal drawn from the distribution D. We expect the cost to be a function of the distribution of the bindings for the arguments of samefamily goals in D, as well as the topology of the patent relation. Note that the goal class D is described parametrically with the name of the goal relation, and the binding status of its arguments. The actual distribution of goals, viz., the specific (X, Y) pairs, is unknown. Ler i be the cost of reducing a goa] to its subgoals by a single inference step and ler d be the cost of looking up a ground fact. These costs are expressed in the same units (say, dollars), so we can add them directly in cost expressions. Since the goal has a disjunctive definition, it can be solved by any one of the four rules. Our problem solver tries the four rules in the order of entry. Let Pzz stand for the probability that a goal drawn from D has the form samefamily(X,X); such a goal is solved by the rule si. If the goal is solved by si, there is a total cost of i units incurred. Ler pzy stand for the probability that a goal from D is sotved by finding an ancestry chain from X to Y, and let C(Aób) stand for the average cost of solving an ancestor subgoal with both its arguments bound. If a goal from D is successfully solved by an application of s2 (after a failed attempt using si), followed by a solution of the ancestor subgoal, the total cost is i + i + C(Abó). Similarly, we let py~ stand for the probability that a goal from D is successfully solved by rule s3 followed by solution of the resulting ancestor subgoal; the associated cost is [/] + [i + C(Abb)] + i + C(Abb) where the first two terms represent the cost of failed attempts via rules sl and s2 respectively. The last rule s4 is tried when rules sl through s3 de not yield a solution to the goal. The probability that rule s4 is used is 1-Pzz -Pzv-Pyz; we new calculate the the cost associated with this option. The cost includes that of failure with rules sl, $2 and s3 -
With rule s4, two conjunctive subgoals are generated. Our solver solves the conjuncts in order from left to right. For every solution to the first conjunct aneestor(Z/, X6), it solves the second conjunct aneestor(Z v, yb) with the binding for Z discovered in the solution of the first conjunct. If the second conjunct fails, then a new solution to the first conjunct is found and the process iterates until a binding Z is found that satisfies both conjuncts (success) er it runs out of solutions to the first conjunct (failure). To calculate average cost for solving this conjunction we need to estimate the average number of solutions found to the first conjunct in the course of solving goals drawn from D. This number, which is the average number of possible ancestors Z found for a given person X, is the average length of a chain in the patent relation (denoted as e). Since the four disjuncts defining samefamily are mutuatly exclusive and cotlectively exhaustive, the expected cost of solving samefamily(X b, yb) using F1 is:
C(Sfbb) = pzx[i] + pxy[2i + C(Abb)] + pyx[3i + 2C(Abb)] 4-
where C(Afb ) stands for the cost of solving an ar~cestor subgoal with its first argument free and its second argument bound. The above expression is derived automatically by our cost analyzer using the rules in F1 and information about the control strategy C used by the solver (Subramanian & Hunter, 1992) . Now the änalyzer derives cost equations for C(Abb) and C(Afb) using the rules defining the arlcesr_or predicate. We show the steps involved in the derivation of C(Abb), the calculation of C(Af5) is describ•d hext. Rule al is tried first in the attempt to solve an ancestor(X b, yb) goal. The probability that a corresponding patent fact can be found is denoted PFbb and the cost of solving the goal via aZ is i + d. If rule al fails to yield a solution to the goal (with probability 1 -PFbb), then rule a2 is used and the conjuncts parent(X b, Z/) and ancestor(Z b, yb) are solved in order. The cost associated with this second option consists of the cost of failing via rule al (i + d) and the average cost of solving the conjunction parent(X b, Z I) and ancestor(Z b, yb). The number of solutions to the first conjunct, on average, is the average number of children (AE >_ 1) per parent in the patent relation, la The cost equation is then formulated as:
Our cost analyzer recognizes that this equation is untenable, since the term C(Abb) occurs in both the RHS and the LHS of the equation. This pattern occurs because a2 is a recursive rule, and it signals the need for a cost recurrence. We need an induction basis for formulating the recurrence. In structural recursive theories, where computation occurs over lists or over the natural numbers, the basis of the recurrence can be automatically determined by the cost analyzer. However, the theory F1 is a non-structural theory, where the basis of the recursion is not the size of the input expression. The cost analyzer relies on the user in this case to restructure the cost equations by explicitly identifying the recurrence basis.
We structure the ancestor (X b, yb) [d+C(Abb, , N> 1 This recurrence is automatically solved to yield:
k~-I + k~(i ÷d)
For the goal class ancestor (X f , yb), unlike the case where both arguments are bound, there are multiple solutions for X. In (Subramanian & Hunter, 1992) , we describe how the number of solutions of a recursive predicate are calculated. The cost of obtaining the first solution is i + d since the goal is solved via al. For subsequent solutions, the cost C(Afb) per solution derived by the analyzer using a2 is:
Substituting the various terms into the average cost of solving a goal drawn from D, the system derives:
The average cost of a goal in D wirb the formulation/'1 is O(k~). Thus it is exponentiat in the local branching factor of pater, t=. While the parameters P=z, Pxy and Pyx model the distribution D, the parameters c and k are characteristic of the patent relation. These are the only aspects of the distribution and the formulation that are relevant to the cost.
We model static space costs only and not the dynamic space cost (cost of run-time stacks). This is because, for the kinds of computations considered in this paper, the dynamic space cost is reflected in the time cost itself. Ler s denote the cost of storing a fact or a rule in the database. The size of a ground relation r is denoted as size(r). The space cost of F1 is largely determined by the size of the patent relation.
Space_Cost( F1, D) : size(paren: )
Appendix Ih Constructing C-ordered search graphs
In this section, we describe how to construct C-ordered search graphs for definite clause Horn theories and definite goals. These graphs are used by the irrelevance analyzer of formulations. For expositional ease, we begin the construction of these graphs for ground goals. We then describe how goal classes can be handled, and show that the complexity of construction is polynomial in the number of rules in a theory and exponential in the arities of the defined relations. For theories with defined relations of bounded arities, the construction procedure is polynomial in the size of the theory.
Since we work with definite clause Horn theories T, we use SLD resolution (SLDNF resolution is used for safe, stratified Horn theories with negation) to prove goals drawn from the problem distribution.
Definition 11 (Lloyd) We will say that G' is derived from G and the definite clause H : -A1,.. An by SLD resolution if G is the goal G1, .., Gi, ... GAE, « is the most general unißer of H and Gi, and G' is (G1, A1 .... , A, ~, Gi+I, GAE) .«, where • is the operator that applies a substitution to a formula.
Consider the simple definite clause theory about kinship defined below. We will use this theorv to illustrate out definitions. Nodes which have the empty clause have no children. Nodes for which no rule head in T unifies with the first literal also have no children. Because of the cycle detection step in the construction, the C-ordered search-graph for a theory T and a goal scheme G is a finite structure. Each branch of the C-ordered search tree is an attempt to derive G in T using C. There are two types of branches in this tree: successful branches corresponding to successful derivations of G (these end in the empty clause), and failed branches with non-empty leaves (Lloyd, 1987) . The C-ordered search graph can be viewed as the set of possible schematic proofs of G in T.
Definition 13 A proof of G in (T, C) is a path in the C-ordered search graph of G in T that starts at the root and terminates in a leaf node with the empO, clause.
We now describe how goal cIasses are represented in our framework. Let us consider the goal class ancestor (Xb,yb) , where both arguments X and Y are bound. The actual constants will be provided at run-time. Our scheine for defining goal classes by superscripting variables, with b or f standing for whether they are bound or free, follows the convention in the database optimization literature (Ullman 1989 
If variable X in Ai occurs in some Aj for j < i, it obtains the annotation b.
SLD resolution of the goal class a_ncestor(Xò, y b) with mle al yields the subgoal class parent(Xb, y b) (case 1 of the above definition).
SLD resolution of ancestor (Xb, y 6) with rule a2 produces the conjunctive subgoal class parent (X 6, zf), ancestor(Zb, y6) . The variable Z in the marent literal obtains the annotation f because it is the first occurrence of a variable that appears only in the body of a2 (case 2 of the above definition). In the following ancestor literal, Z is classified as a bound variable because it is instantiated by the previous literal (case 3 of the definition above).
Using Definition 15, we can generate schematic C-ordered search graphs for goal classes instead of for specific ground goals. A statically generated C-ordered search graph is shown in Figure 3 . Nodes that are älphabetic variants of each other are connected by double edges. We can easily prove the following from Definition 12.
Proposition 8 The construction of a C-ordered search graph for definite goa/ class G and definite clause theory T is polynomial in the number of rules in T and exponentiat in the ari O, of the defined predicates in T.
irrelevant(f, gl, (T, C)) V irrelevant(f, 92, (T, C)) irrelevant(f, (gl V g2), (T, C) )
We have derived more lemmas from Definition 8 (Subramanian, 1988) ; the above constitute a representative sample. Out implementation of the irrelevance claim verifier in C-Prolog breaks down non-atomic goal and fact schemes by these irrelevance lemmas and uses the Procedure in Table 4 to evaluate the truth of claims involving atomic facts and goals.
Algorithm verify in Table 4 performs a complete depth-first traversal of S, the C-ordered search graph for 9 in (T, C), and computes the set P of successful paths in S. The Cordered search graph of a goal scheine G in the theory T is a representation of the search space of proofs of 9 in (T, C). It identifies elements of T that are relevant to the goal, as well as opportunities for improving time and space costs in the computation. Each hode in the graph is a set of subgoals ordered by C. The variables in subgoals are annotated to indicate whether they are bound or free. This annotation is done automatically by an algorithm that generates the graph from (T, C) and 9 (see Appendix II). Each single arc denotes a one-step inference using a rule in T. A proof of G in (T, C) is a path in the C-ordered search graph that starts at the root and terminates in a leaf hode with the empty clause. Note that in Figure 3 , there are several paths from the root that end in the empty clause. Since the underlying theory is recursive, there are doubly-lined back edges in the graph linking sets of subgoals that are identical up to variable renaming. Note that in the construction of the C-ordered search graph S, we do not expand literals corresponding to primitive relations. Cycles (doubly-lined back edges in S) are traversed exactly once.
This decision reduces the time complexity of construction of P to O(size(S)) where size(S) is the sum of the number of edges and vertices in S. We associate an occur-flag with each path in P. The occur-flag for p E P is set if p contains a node that has a literal that unifies with f. We also associate with every path p in P, a set C(p) of literals, that are solved by looking up primitive relations (e.g. patent literals in our running example), or by solving arithmetic or unification constraints. In this paper, we are concerned with single answers to goals. We distinguish between goals with variables annotated as bound and those with variables annotated as free. To see why, consider the theory T = {g(X) : -f(X), g(X): -h(X), f(a), h(b)}. 15 If the goal formula is g(X/), we are interested in a single answer to the 9(X) goal where X is free at the start of the computation. For this goal class, we can deem f irrelevant by checking if there is some path p in P that does not have its occur-flag with respect to f set. Then, provided C(p) holds, f is irrelevant to 9. Pruning the derivation of 9 via f is legitimate because we are interested in any one solution to 9(xf), and not all solutions. If, however, the goal class is g(xb), we are interested in showing that 9 holds of some constant specified externally at the start of the computation. We now need a more sophisticated scheme for verifying that f does not contribute to any specific solution of 9-In the previous example f is irrelevant to g(b), but not irrelevant to 9(@. The path in S involving f is the only path that yields the solution 9(a). So, provided X ¢ a, f is irrelevant to 9(xb) . This analysis requires that (1) we compute all solutions to g via the paths in P on which f lies, and (2) we verify that it contains substitutions that are not generated by other paths in -P. This amounts to computing all solutions for 9 --a process which may not terminate (e.g., for left-recursive theories under our control policy). If all solutions for g can be generated finitely, then the procedure verify is complete for definite Horn theories.
Proposition 9 Algorithm veri f y(f, g, (T, C) ) is sound for deßnite Horn theories T, for atomic g's and f's with all variables in f annotated as free.
Proposition 10 Algorithm veri f y (f, 9, (T, C) ) is complete for definite Horn theories T for which all solutions to g can be generated finitely.
veriß (fg,(T,C) ) is not complete for non-Horn theories. This follows trivially from the fact that our F-C procedure is not complete for non-Horn theories. Consider T = {f V 9, g : -f}. The ~-c procedure cannot establish g from these two clauses. So the search graph S cannot be constructed and therefore ver~, cannot infer the relevance or irrelevance of f with respect to 9.
Proposition 11 Algorithm veri fy (f , 9, (T, C) ) has worst-case time complexity linear in the size of S for (1) 
